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Abstract

Chromatography with step changes in modulator properties such as pH, solvent strength, or ionic strength to
facilitate desorption is widely used in the purification of proteins and other chemicals. Step changes can be
incorporated into non-isocratic simulated moving beds; however, applications of such systems have been limited
because one must select numerous operating parameters (zone velocities and port velocities). The operating
parameters must be selected correctly to achieve high purity, yield, and productivity and depend on a large
number of system parameters (feed, material, and equipment parameters). To address this challenge, the Standing-
Wave Design method has been developed for three-zone, open-loop, non-isocratic, and non-ideal systems with
both linear and non-linear isotherms. This method directly links the operating parameters to the system parameters.
The operating parameters can be solved from a set of algebraic equations. In contrast, for non-ideal systems,
previous literature design methods require extensive search using rate model simulations, which involve solving
partial differential equations at each grid point. Two examples were tested for the effectiveness of the SWD method
using rate model simulations. In both examples, sorbent productivity was pressure limited. Higher pressure sorbents
or equipment would lead to higher sorbent productivity. In the first example, a 3-zone open-loop simulated
moving bed was designed and compared with an optimal batch step-wise elution system. Compared to batch
step-wise elution systems, the simulations showed that the 3-zone open-loop SMB could give an order of
magnitude higher productivity in systems with weakly competing impurities and two orders of magnitude higher
in systems with strongly adsorbing impurities. In the second example, the simulations showed that an SMB
designed using the Standing-Wave method could achieve an order of magnitude higher productivity than a system
designed using the Triangle Theory.

Background
Stepwise elution is implemented in batch chromato-
graphy to reduce cycle time, save solvent, or obtain
concentrated products [1–4]. For example, a step change
in pH was used in the purification of Immunoglobulin G
(IgG), where the protein adsorbed at pH 7.4 and eluted
at pH 3 [1]. A step change in solvent strength or ionic
strength can also be utilized for biochemical separations
[2, 5]. However, if the feed contains strongly competitive
impurities, a long column (or a low loading) is needed
for the separation of the target product from the im-
purities, resulting in low column utilization and a
diluted product [6]. If the sorbent selectivity is high,
column utilization is limited by wave spreading due

to mass transfer effects. High column utilization is usually
achieved at the cost of a low productivity by using a low
flow rate to minimize wave spreading. These limitations of
batch chromatography can be mitigated using continuous
chromatography as explained below.
If the adsorbent has a perfect selectivity for the target

product and all the impurities do not adsorb, one can
use a periodic counter current system with three
columns for capturing a target product to achieve both
high productivity and high column utilization, as shown
in Fig. 1 [7, 8]. In the absence of an absorbing impurity,
only one column is needed for washing, elution, and
regeneration. Moreover, two columns can be used in the
loading zone to achieve nearly 100% utilization of the
adsorbent capacity if appropriate flow rates are used. The
leading column in the loading zone is used for full ca-
pacity utilization, and the second column in the loading
zone is used to confine the adsorption wave of the target
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product, as shown in Fig. 1. Once the first column is
completely loaded, it can be stripped, and the process is
repeated using the second and the third column. Periodic
counter current systems can also be used in cases without
perfect selectivity. However, the yield, purity, or produc-
tivity will be reduced compared to systems with perfect
selectivity because longer columns, lower flowrates, or
reduced purity or yield are required in this case.
Periodic counter current systems are used in a variety of

commercial processes; however, they are most useful in
biological applications where sorbents are designed to
have very high selectivity for the target component [7–10].
The design and optimization of periodic counter current
systems is usually done by systematic search using experi-
ments or rate model simulations, which require solving
partial differential equations [6, 9, 11–14]. Similar systems
with two columns can be used to reduce equipment com-
plexity but sacrifice some column utilization, compared to
three column systems [15, 16]. Other techniques such as
sequential multi-column chromatography, which adds an

additional step to aid in regeneration, and multicolumn
countercurrent solvent gradient purification (MCSGP),
which is a hybrid of batch and continuous chromato-
graphy, can also be used to achieve more efficient separa-
tions than batch chromatography [17–19]. By utilizing
more effective configurations, sorbent productivity is
increased. A detailed discussion of these and other alter-
native techniques can be found in Steinebach et al. [19].
If the feed contains a competitive impurity, then a

periodic counter current system must sacrifice some
productivity to produce high-purity product with high
yield. For such a system, a 3-zone, non-isocratic, open-
loop simulated moving bed can produce a concentrated
high-purity product with high yield and high producti-
vity. In a simulated moving bed, products are separated
into either a lower affinity raffinate product or a higher
affinity extract product. A four-column system is shown
in Fig. 2 as an example. Each of the three zones in this
configuration has a distinct purpose. The purpose of
Zone I is to desorb the target component or the higher

Fig. 1 Example of 3 column periodic counter current separation
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affinity component for collection in the extract product.
The affinity of the target component is lower at a lower
pH value, for example. In this case, a lower pH solution
acts as a desorbent and is fed into Zone I. Because the
solvent or the buffer for the target is a non-adsorbing
component, the solvent wave or the pH wave will travel
quickly through Zone I, allowing for the target compo-
nent to be desorbed and released into the extract stream.
If necessary, Zone I can also be used for regeneration or
re-equilibration. Zone II acts as a washing and sepa-
ration zone. Makeup solvent or buffer at the feed pH is
fed into Zone II to elute the remaining weakly adsorbing
or non-adsorbing impurity component back into Zone

III for collection in the raffinate. Zone II is used to con-
fine the desorption wave of the less adsorbed com-
ponents and to ensure that they are not collected in the
extract product. Zone III is the feed zone. In this zone,
the less adsorbed component or any non-adsorbing
components are eluted through the column into the
raffinate. The adsorption wave of the higher affinity
component (in this study, the target) is confined in this
zone to prevent its leakage into the raffinate.
A strong desorbent is used in Zone I to facilitate

desorption of the target product, resulting in a higher
product concentration, shorter processing time, higher
solvent efficiency, and higher sorbent productivity. Since

Fig. 2 3-zone open-loop simulated moving bed In Zone III, the feed is loaded into the column. Zone II assures that the less retained component
is contained so that it does not leak into the extract product. In Zone I, the desorbent is fed into the column to collect the more retained
product as extract. The colors in this figure are the same as Fig. 1
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the extract only collects the target product (TP) that is
free of the competing impurity (IMP), high product
purity can be achieved. High loading is also achieved,
because all three zones contain the target and only
partial separation of the target band from the impurity
bands is needed to recover high-purity product. Further-
more, since elution, separation, and loading occur
simultaneously in different zones, overall cycle time is re-
duced. For these reasons, the 3-zone, open-loop SMB can
have much higher product purity, yield, solvent efficiency,
and sorbent productivity than conventional batch step-wise
elution chromatography. These advantages are especially
important for applications involving costly sorbents, high-
value products, or fragile products which can degrade
during a long processing time. For such applications, it is
not important to recycle solvent using a closed-loop system
to reduce the overall separation costs.
In previous literature studies, non-isocratic SMB sys-

tems have been designed in both closed loop configu-
rations in which a recycle is present and in open-loop
configurations without recycle [20–23]. This study will
use a 3-zone, open-loop configuration. The open-loop is
advantageous because it prevents the mixing of pH, which
could also be ionic strength or solvent strength, across
different zones. Additionally, recycle is unnecessary in this
case because in most protein separations, high product
yield is more important than low solvent usage [24]. With-
out solvent or buffer recycle, a fourth zone is not needed
for confining the non-adsorbing or weakly adsorbing com-
ponents, which can be collected directly in the raffinate.
Furthermore, by avoiding mixing the recycle stream with
the desorbent stream, the desorbent composition is
better-controlled in the open-loop system.
Several challenges exist in the design of 3-zone, non-

isocratic non-ideal SMB systems. The well-known Triangle
Theory was derived for ideal systems, which have no diffu-
sion or dispersion effects. It can be used to quickly deter-
mine the operating parameters for complete separation for
ideal systems [25]. However, since the Triangle Theory does
not take into account any mass transfer effects in non-ideal
systems, the triangle region for ideal systems cannot
guarantee purity or yield for non-ideal systems. To
ensure product purity and yield for non-ideal systems,
grid search using rate model simulations are required
within the triangle region [26]. For non-isocratic, non-
ideal systems, a new triangle region must be searched
for each modulator that is tested, further increasing the
number of searches. In contrast, the Standing-Wave
Design directly solves the operating conditions that
guarantee purity and yield for non-ideal systems. No
grid search using rate model simulations is needed. SWD
has been proposed for non-isothermal closed-loop sys-
tems, but the equations do not apply to non-isocratic
open-loop systems [23, 27].

To address these challenges, this study aims to develop
a general design method for the 3-zone, open-loop, non-
isocratic SMBs for non-ideal systems. Specifically, the
objectives are to: (1) develop the Standing-Wave Design
(SWD) equations and methods for non-isocratic, 3-
zone, open-loop SMB systems with linear or Langmuir
isotherms. (2) Verify the SWD using rate model simu-
lations. (3) Compare the effectiveness (productivity,
yield, purity, solvent efficiency) of the SWD method
with conventional optimal batch stepwise elution
systems, and (4) compare the effectiveness of the SWD
design method with non-isocratic, non-ideal SMB
systems designed based on the Triangle Theory.
The approach taken by this study is as follows. First,

the general Standing-Wave Design equations for non-
ideal systems are derived for 3-zone, open-loop SMBs.
The general equations can be adapted for pH-SMBs with
both linear and non-linear isotherms. Solvent strength
could be substituted into the general isotherm equations
with only minor alterations. Then, the material, feed,
and equipment parameters from the literature are used
in the new SWD method to obtain a new SMB design.
The purity and yield specified in the design method are
verified using Aspen Chromatography simulations. The
results of the design in terms of productivity, purity,
yield and solvent consumption are obtained from the
rate model simulations and compared to the experimen-
tal literature results.
Some highlights of this study are as follows. The SWD

eliminates the need for grid search using rate model simu-
lations, which require solving partial differential equations
when designing SMB separations for non-ideal systems.
The processing time in the 3-zone SMB is much shorter
than for batch step-wise elution, potentially reducing
proteolytic degradation of target proteins. Because the
SWD requires only solving algebraic equations, it can be
used to quickly screen multiple designs or compare diffe-
rent resins to improve the SMB efficiency. Additionally,
compared to batch step-wise elution systems, the 3-zone
open-loop SMB could give an order of magnitude higher
productivity in systems with weakly competing impurities
and two orders of magnitude higher productivity in
systems with strongly adsorbing impurities.

Methods
The SWD for non-ideal, isocratic, 4-zone SMB systems
with linear isotherms was developed by Ma and Wang
in 1997 [28]. This method accounted for mass transfer
effects and did not require any rate model simulations
to determine the operating parameters that can ensure
high product purity and high yield. It was paired with
optimization techniques to give the overall maximum
productivity or minimum cost [29–31]. It was extended
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to non-linear isocratic systems [32, 33] and systems with
a pressure limit [34–36]. Recently, the SWD equations
were solved in terms of dimensionless variables and di-
mensionless groups for binary and multi-component
separations for isocratic systems with linear isotherms
[37, 38]. Sorbent productivity and solvent consumption
were solved easily for isocratic SMB systems over a wide
range of dimensionless operating parameters. The infor-
mation could be paired with cost functions to find the
optimal designs within minutes using a personal com-
puter. The SWD has been extended to systems with
different temperatures in different zones, which is the first
extension of the SWD to non-isocratic SMBs [23, 27].
These non-isothermal SWD methods only work for
temperature swings in 2-zone or 4-zone close-loop SMBs
and they do not apply to the 3-zone, open-loop SMBs.
An overview of the input and outputs of both the

SWD and rate model simulations utilized in this paper
are shown in Fig. 3. The specified yields and system
parameters (equipment parameters, material parameters,
and feed parameters) are used to solve the SWD equations
for the operating parameters, and to predict solvent con-
sumption, product concentrations, and productivity. This
can be done without rate model simulations. The operating
parameters along with the equipment parameters, material
parameters, isotherm parameters, and feed were input into
the rate model simulations to verify the yields, solvent
consumption, product concentrations, and productivities.
A complete notation table is given in Table 1.
Below, the general Standing-Wave equations are

derived for non-isocratic, 3-zone, open-loop SMBs. The
procedure for solving the equations and other details of
the design method are also explained. The isotherms for
linear and non-linear non-isocratic systems are introduced
first in Section 2.1. The Standing-Wave Design equations
for non-isocratic ideal systems are derived in Section 2.2,

and the equations for non-ideal systems are derived in
Section 2.3. The methodology and the parameters for two
examples are given in Section 2.4. A discussion of the rate
model simulations can be found in Section 2.5. An over-
view of the implementation of the SWD method is given
in Additional file 1.

Adsorption isotherms
The Standing-Wave Design (SWD) equations are derived
first for non-isocratic systems with linear isotherms. In
non-isocratic systems, the isotherms are dependent on the
composition of the mobile phase. Several factors can affect
the adsorption characteristics of a solute, including pH,
temperature, solvent strength, or ionic strength. Since the
purification of proteins and antibody fragments used as
examples were performed using a pH step change, the
isotherms will be written as functions of pH. In systems
where the solvent strength, ionic strength, or temperature
is used to alter adsorption, the isotherms could also be
expressed as a function of those variables. A linear
isotherm is shown in Eq. (1) where qi is the solid phase
concentration on a solid volume basis of component “i”,
ai(pH) is the equilibrium distribution coefficient of
component “i” shown as a function of pH, and Ci is
the concentration of component “i” in the mobile phase.

qi ¼ ai pHð ÞCi ð1Þ

For non-linear systems, which have a concentrated feed
with two or more components, the multi-component
Langmuir isotherm model can be used to express the
competitive adsorption isotherms of multiple solutes. This
model is based on competitive, mono-layer adsorption of
multiple solutes. Each adsorption site can be considered
as located in the center of a square in a lattice, and each
solute is smaller than the square. In this model, solute size

Fig. 3 Overview of Standing Wave Design Inputs and Outputs. Complete list of variable definitions found in Table 1
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or shape does not affect the competitive adsorption [39]. A
multi-component Langmuir isotherm is shown in Eq. (2).

qi ¼
ai pHð ÞCi

1þ
Xn
j¼1

bj pHð ÞC j
ð2Þ

Because the pH, solvent strength, ionic strength, or
temperature can affect the affinity for the sorbent and/or
the overall capacity, both the “a” and “b” values in Eq.
(2) are functions of the modulating variable (in this case
pH). It is evident from this equation that the maximum
sorbent capacity is equal to ai/bi. If a system is run in
the isocratic mode, the values of ai and bi are held
constant. However, the functional form of ai and bi can

Table 1 Notation Table of All Variables

Notations Description Notations Description

ai(pH) Equilibrium distribution coefficient as a function
of pH value of component “i” in a linear system,
or Langmuir “a” value as a function of pH value
of component “i” in a non-linear system.

LC Column length

ao, i, xi Adsorption equilibrium constant in Example 2
Eq. (20)

Lj Length of Zone j

a, b, c Coefficients in quadratic formula in Eq. (12) n pH dependent equilibrium order
in Example 1 Eq. (18)

bi(pH) Langmuir “b” value as a function of pH value
in a non-linear system.

P Phase ratio, P ¼ 1−εb
εb

CII
1

Concentration of component 1 in the make-up
solvent in Zone II

pHj pH in Zone j

CI
2

Concentration of component 2 in the desorbent
in Zone I

pHref Reference pH in Example 1 Eq. (18)

CE, i Average concentration of component
“i” in the Extract

Qf Feed flow rate

CR, i Average concentration of component
“i” in the Raffinate

Qj Flowrate in Zone j

Cf, i Feed concentration of component “i” QE Extract flow rate

Ci Bulk concentration of component “i”
in the fluid

QR Raffinate flow rate

Cp, 1 Plateau concentration of component 1
(less retained component) in Zone III

qi Solid phase concentration on a solid
volume basis of component “i”

Cp, 2 Plateau concentration of component 2
(more retained component) in Zone II

qmax Sorbent capacity

Cs, 1 Plateau concentration of component 1
after feed port in Zone III

Rp Particle radius

C�
s;1 Plateau concentration of component 1

in Zone II before mixing with the feed port
S Cross-sectional area of the column

Cs, 2 Plateau concentration of component 2
after feed port in Zone III

ts Step time

C�
s;2 Plateau concentration of component 2

in Zone II before mixing with the feed port
u j
o Zone velocity

Dp, i Pore diffusivity of component “i” u j
w;i

Wave velocity of component “i” in Zone j

dp Particle diameter Yi Yield of component “i”

E j
b;i

Axial dispersion coefficient of component
“i” in Zone j

β j
i

Decay coefficient of component “i” in Zone j.

KA Association equilibrium constant in Example 1
Eq. (18)

δ j
i

Retention factor of component “i” in Zone j

Kse, i Size exclusion factor of component “i” εb Bed void fraction

k je;i Lumped overall mass transfer coefficient of
component “i” in Zone j

εp Particle porosity

k jf ;i Film mass transfer coefficient of component “i” in Zone j ν Port velocity
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be changed to fit a variety of modulators or solutes. In
this study, two specific functions are used to account for
the pH dependence of the isotherms of two different
solutes in the two examples in Section 2.4.

Standing-Wave Design for ideal, linear, or non-linear
systems
The SWD method for SMB is based on the steady state
solution for a true moving bed. For an ideal system, the

wave velocity of a key component “i” in zone “j” (uj
w;i) is

set equal to the average port velocity (ν), which is the
column length divided by the step time (Eq. (3d)). If the
wave velocity and the port velocity are the same, the
wave appears to be “standing” relative to the port and a
steady state can be achieved in a true moving bed. The
component with the lower sorbent affinity will be
labeled component 1 and the component with the
higher sorbent affinity is labeled as component 2. For a
3-zone, open-loop binary separation, the wave velocities

ðuj
w;iÞ of component “i” in zone “j” are matched with the

port velocity (ν) shown in Eq. (3).

uIw;2 ¼ ν ð3aÞ

uIIw;1 ¼ ν ð3bÞ

uIIIw;2 ¼ ν ð3cÞ

ν ¼ Lc
ts

ð3dÞ

Lc is the column length, and ts is the step time. The
wave velocity can be expressed in terms of the zone ve-
locity (uj

o), the phase ratio (P) which is equal to (1 − εb)/εb
where εb is the bed void fraction, and the retention factor

(δ j
i ) which is defined in Eqs. (7) and (8).

uj
w;i ¼

uj
o

1þ Pδ j
i

ð4Þ

Eq. (4) can be rearranged to give the following form:

uIo ¼ 1þ PδI2
� �

ν ð5aÞ

uIIo ¼ 1þ PδII1
� �

ν ð5bÞ

uIIIo ¼ 1þ PδIII2
� �

ν ð5cÞ

The zone velocities and port velocity can be deter-
mined using Eq. (5) paired with the mass balance around
the feed port (Eq. (6)). S is defined as the cross-sectional
area of the column. Qf is the feed flow rate.

ν ¼ Qf

SεbP δIII2 −δII1
� � ð6Þ

The retention factor for a linear isotherm is shown in
Eq. (7).

δI2 ¼ εp þ 1−εp
� �

aI2 pHð Þ ð7aÞ

δII1 ¼ εp þ 1−εp
� �

aII1 pHð Þ ð7bÞ

δIII2 ¼ εp þ 1−εp
� �

aIII2 pHð Þ ð7cÞ
For non-linear, isocratic systems with Langmuir iso-

therms, the retention factors have been derived previously
[23, 27, 34, 35]. The retention factors for non-isocratic,
non-linear systems are similar to those for isocratic
systems reported previously, except that ai and bi are
functions of pH or other modulators, as shown in Eq. (8).

δI2 ¼ εp þ 1−εp
� �

aI2 pHð Þ ð8aÞ

δII1 ¼ εp þ
1−εp
� �

aII1 pHð Þ
1þ bII2 pHð ÞCp;2

ð8bÞ

δIII2 ¼ εp þ
1−εp
� �

aIII2 pHð Þ
1þ bIII1 pHð ÞCs;1 þ bIII2 pHð ÞCs;2

ð8cÞ

Eq. (8) allows for the retention factors to be deter-
mined using the plateau concentrations Cs, i and Cp, i

(see Fig. 4). The plateau concentrations are determined
using the Hodograph solutions, shown in Additional
File 1 [34]. The subscripts “E” and “R” refer to the
average concentration in the extract and raffinate
streams, respectively. The superscript Roman numerals
refer to the concentration of a component entering that
zone. The “*” refers to the concentration before mixing
at the feed port.

Standing-Wave Design for non-ideal systems
In non-ideal systems, wave spreading occurs because of
mass transfer effects. Wave spreading can cause leakage
into the adjacent zones. For this reason, the zone veloci-
ties in non-ideal systems must be adjusted to confine the
waves in the desired zones. A difference in wave velocity
is used to counter wave spreading or “focus” the waves.
The wave velocities in the first and second zones must
be greater than the port velocity to focus the waves,
whereas the wave velocity in the third zone must be
smaller than the port velocity to prevent loss of the
more retained component (component 2) in the
raffinate. The adjusted zone velocities are shown in

Eq. (9a-9c), where Δ j
i is a mass transfer correction term

[40]. After substituting in the value of the mass transfer
correction term, the adjusted zone velocities are shown in
Eq. (9e-g).
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uIo ¼ 1þ PδI2
� �

νþ ΔI
2 ð9aÞ

uIIo ¼ 1þ PδII1
� �

νþ ΔII
1 ð9bÞ

uIIIo ¼ 1þ PδIII2
� �

ν−ΔIII
2 ð9cÞ

Δ j
i ¼

β j
i

L j E j
b;i þ

Pδ j2

i ν
2

k j
e;i

 !
ð9dÞ

uIo ¼ 1þ PδI2
� �

νþ βI2
LI

EI
b;2 þ

PδI2
2
ν2

kIe;2

 !
ð9eÞ

uIIo ¼ 1þ PδII1
� �

νþ βII1
LII

EII
b;1 þ

PδII1
2
ν2

kIIe;1

 !
ð9fÞ

uIIIo ¼ 1þ PδIII2
� �

ν−
βIII2
LIII

EIII
b;2 þ

PδIII2
2
ν2

kIIIe;2

 !
ð9gÞ

In Eq. (9), β j
i is the decay coefficient of component “i”

in zone “j”, which is defined as the natural log of the ra-
tio of the maximum concentration of component “i” to
the minimum concentration of component “i” in zone

“j”, Lj is the length of zone “j”, E j
b;i is the axial dispersion

coefficient of component “i” in zone “j”, and k j
e;i is the

lumped overall mass transfer coefficient of component
“i” in zone “j”.

1

k j
e;i

¼ R2
p

15Kse;iεpDp;i
þ Rp

3k j
f ;i

ð10Þ

Rp is the particle radius, Kse, i is the size exclusion factor
of component “i”, Dp, i is the intraparticle diffusivity, and

k j
f ;i is the film mass transfer coefficient of component “i”

in zone “j”. Eq. (9) can be paired with the mass balance
around the feed port (Eq. (11)) to solve for the port
velocity.

Qf

εbS
¼ uIIIo −uIIo ð11Þ

When Eq. (9) is plugged into Eq. (11), the result
can be manipulated to give the following quadratic
equation form.

aν2 þ bνþ c ¼ 0 ð12aÞ

where:

Fig. 4 Example column profile from 3-zone open-loop SMB. The plateau concentrations are denoted with the p and s subscripts. The * denotes
the concentration before the feed port. Subscript R and E denotes raffinate concentration and extract concentration respectively. The concentrations
with a numeral superscript denote the concentration of the feed into that zone which in both cases listed here is zero. Concentrations shown in
middle of step. Profile from Example 1 Case 1
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a ¼ βII1 Pδ
II
1
2

kIIe;1L
II

þ βIII2 PδIII2
2

kIIIe;2L
III

ð12bÞ

b ¼ −P δIII2 −δII1
� � ð12cÞ

c ¼ Qf

εbS
þ βII1 E

II
b;1

LII
þ βIII2 EIII

b;2

LIII
ð12dÞ

The quadratic formula can then be used to solve for
the port velocity which can be used to solve for each of
the zone velocities.
The decay coefficients for nonlinear systems are defined

below in terms of the maximum and minimum concen-
trations defined in Fig. 4. The final form is shown on the
right in terms of yields, flowrates, known concentrations,
and plateau concentrations.

βI2 ¼ ln
CE;2

CI
2

� �
¼ ln

Y 2

1−Y 2

� �
ð13aÞ

βII1 ¼ ln
C�

s;1

CII
1

� �
¼ ln

QII

Qf 1−Y 1ð Þ

" #
ð13bÞ

βIII2 ¼ ln
Cs;2

CR;2

� �
¼ ln

Cs;2QIII

Q f C f ;2 1−Y 2ð Þ

" #
ð13cÞ

where CE, 2 is the concentration of component 2 in
the extract, CR, 2 is the concentration of the more
retained component in the raffinate, CI

2 is the concen-
tration of component 2 that can be leftover in the Zone I
while still achieving the target yield. CII

1 is the concen-
tration of the less retained component (component 1) that
can remain Zone II and still achieve the target yield. C�

s;1

is the concentration of component 1 right before the feed
port in Zone II, and Cs, 2 is the plateau concentration of
component 2 after the feed port in Zone III. The values of
these terms are adjusted for a 3-zone open-loop system.

The β j
i terms in Eq. (13) can be expressed in terms

of zone velocities, known concentrations, and target
yields. The concentrations of component 2 in the
raffinate and extract are calculated based on the overall
mass balance as follows:

CE;2 ¼
Qf Y 2C f ;2

QI
ð14Þ

CR;2 ¼
Qf 1−Y 2ð ÞC f ;2

QIII
ð15Þ

Where Y2 refers to the yield of component 2 which is
specified in the design, Cf, 2 is the feed concentration of
component 2, Qf is the feed flow rate, QI is the Zone I flow
rate or the extract flow rate, and QIII is the Zone III flow
rate or the raffinate flow rate. The plateau concentration

(Cs, 2) is solved using an iterative process as explained in
Additional File 1.
CI

2 and CII
1 can be determined based on the overall mass

balances of component 2 and component 1 respectively.
The resulting expressions are shown below.

CI
2 ¼

CF;2QF 1−Y 2ð Þ
QI

ð16Þ

CII
1 ¼ CF ;1QF 1−Y 1ð Þ

QII
ð17Þ

Based on the mass balance at the boundary between
Zones II and III, C�

s;1 can be approximated using Cf, 1. This
approximation is based on the assumption that Cs, 1 is
approximately equal to CR, 1. Substituting Eq. (14–17) into
the first from shown in Eq. (13) and making the stated
approximations gives the final form of Eq. (13).
The four SWD equations, Eqs. (9), and (12–17), are

solved to obtain the four operation parameters (three
zone velocities and the port velocity). The value of the
decay coefficients and the retention factors are not
known when beginning the problem because they are
dependent on the plateau concentrations. Therefore, an it-
erative method must be used to solve for port velocity and
zone velocities from the four SWD equations (Eq. (9e-g)
and Eq. (11)). An initial guess for the plateau concentra-
tions and decay coefficients is required to solve for the
port velocity and zone velocities. Convergence is achieved
more quickly if the initial guess is close to the actual solu-
tion. For this reason, the solution for ideal systems is ob-
tained first, and used as the initial guess for solving the
SWD equations for non-ideal systems.

Example systems
Example 1: Langmuir isotherms with counter-ion modulator
The first example to be discussed in this paper was intro-
duced in Candy et al. 2012. In that study, an IgG sample
was separated from a weakly adsorbing impurity using an
optimized batch stepwise elution process. The parameters
from this example were taken from the literature and they
can be estimated using the methods described in Candy et
al. [1]. The protein has a high solubility (> 100 g/L) [41]. A
silica-based adsorbent, AbSolute, (dp = 44 μm) was used in
a column, 5mm in diameter and 8.5 cm in length. The op-
timal loading fraction, length and flowrate were found using
a trusted-region simplex search [6]. In the process of Candy
et al. 2012, a step change from pH 7.4 to pH 3 was used to
elute the target protein. In this study, an open-loop, 3-zone
SMB was designed using the same material and feed pa-
rameters for comparison with the optimal batch stepwise
elution system; however, the pH of the desorbent was 5.4
instead of 3. The feed concentration used was 1 g/L for
both the product and the impurity. This was done to assure
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that the assumption that the pH wave travels faster
than the desorption wave is met. At a pH of 5.4, the
target component adsorbs weakly (See Fig. 5). At a pH
of 3 or lower, the target eventually becomes appro-
ximately non-adsorbing, and thus would move at the
same velocity as the pH wave.
The target component isotherm was modeled using a

modulated Langmuir isotherm [1]. The modulator in this
case is a function of the normalized pH. The Langmuir “a”
and “b” values for the target component were:

ai pH
j

� � ¼ qmaxKA
pH j

pHref

� �n

ð18aÞ

bi pH
j

� � ¼ KA
pH j

pHref

� �n

ð18bÞ

In this equation, qmax is the sorbent capacity, KA is the
association equilibrium constant, n is the pH dependent
equilibrium order, pHref is a reference pH, and pHj is the
pH in zone “j”. The impurity in this example was modeled
with a linear isotherm. When this modulated isotherm is
matched with a linear isotherm for an impurity, the reten-
tion factors are as follows:

δI2 ¼ εp þ 1−εp
� �

qmaxK 2
pHI

pHref

� �n

ð19aÞ

δII1 ¼ εp þ
1−εp
� �

aII1

1þ K2
pHII

pHref

� 	n
Cp;2

ð19bÞ

δIII2 ¼ εp þ
1−εp
� �

qmaxKA
pHIII

pHref

� 	n
1þ KA

pHIII

pHref

� 	n
Cs;2

ð19cÞ

The values of the constants from the literature are
given in Table 2 and the effect of pH on the Langmuir
“a” value of the target component is shown in Fig. 5.
Because the impurity has a linear isotherm that is
independent of pH, and the linear “a” value is very low in
comparison to the Langmuir “a” value at high pH values,
the impurity isotherm is not shown in Fig. 5. The selecti-
vity for this separation is very large (> 100). It is important
to note that the Standing-Wave Design equations have
been derived on a solid sorbent volume basis. The para-
meters in the literature and listed later in this paper were
on a column volume basis and were converted to a solid
volume basis using the bed void fraction and porosity
before the SWD equations were solved.
Three columns were used in the design of this SMB

because the mass transfer effects were small due to the
small size of particles used in this separation. The full
simulation parameters for this are given in Table 2. The
target yield for this separation was set to 99% for both
components.
Because the resin used in this example is a silica-based

resin and is thus stable under high pressures (> 690 kPa),
a case study was done using this example in which
three-zone open-loop pH-SMBs were designed at diffe-
rent pressure limits. The pressures in all cases were
calculated using the Ergun equation [42]. In Case 1,
the pressure limit used in the study Candy et al. 2012

Fig. 5 Langmuir “a” value for target protein for Example 1. The isotherm parameter for the impurity is not shown on this figure because it is a
constant 1.6 and would not be easily visible on the scale shown in the figure. Adsorption done at pH 7.4 and desorption done at 5.4
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(250 kPa) was used for the design. In Case 2, the
pressure limit was increased to 690 kPa, which is a com-
mon limit for low pressure systems. In Case 3, no pressure
limit was set, and the system was limited by the step time.
The step time limit was ten seconds. Any value less than
ten seconds was considered too short to control accu-
rately. The zone flow rates and step times are given along
with the results in Results Section 3.1.
All other parameters not shown in table can be found

in Additional file 2. Different Lumped resistance film
modes were used based on the available data from the
literature sources. Parameters taken from Candy et al.
[1] and Cristancho and Seidel-Morgenstern [26].

Example 2: SMB purification of antibody fragments [26]
The second example discussed in this paper is based
on a system introduced in Cristancho and Seidel-
Morgenstern. In their study, single chain antibody
fragments were separated using a simulated moving
bed system designed based on the Triangle Theory,
without using a search algorithm and rate model si-
mulations to take into account of any mass transfer
effects. The material, feed, and equipment parameters
were taken from the literature study unless noted
otherwise [26]. The columns used in this system were
2.5 cm × 0.7 cm i.d. HisTrap HP columns by GE
Healthcare Bio-Sciences. Adsorption and separation
occurred at pH 7 whereas desorption occurred at pH 3.8.
In this system, both the impurity and the target protein
were modeled using a modulated linear isotherm [26].
The form of the isotherms was:

qi ¼ ao;ipH
xiCi ð20Þ

where ao, i and xi are constants. In this example, the
impurity competes with the target protein for adsorp-
tion. The parameters are listed in Table 2, and the linear
isotherm value as a function of pH is shown in Fig. 6.
Based on the parameters in Table 2 the selectivity for
this system is 3.1 at a pH of 7. The selectivity is reduced
to 2.2 at pH 3.8. The selectivity in Example 2 is lower
than in Example 1.
For this example, a 3-zone pH SMB was designed with

three columns. The small particles in this example also
allowed for sharp waves and high product purities with
only one column in each zone. The pH-SMB designed
using the SWD had the same column length and diam-
eter as the literature example [26]. The target yield of
both components was set at 99%. A summary of the
simulation and column parameters is given in Table 2,
and a summary of the flow rates and step times can be
found in Results 3.2. Two case studies were performed
in this example to examine the effects of larger particles
(80 μm, Case 2) and shorter column length (1 cm, Case 3).
The other physical parameters and numerical parameters
in all three cases were the same.

Rate model simulations
The simulations of all cases in this study were performed
using Aspen Chromatography. The mass balance equation
for the Aspen Chromatography model can be found in
Additional File 2. The SMB template was modified for the
simulations. The isotherms for both examples were

Table 2 Column and Simulation Parameters for Examples 1 and 2
System Parameters

LC (cm) Number of columns Column Diameter (cm) dp (μm) εb εp Y E j
b;i

Film Mass Transfer Coefficient

2.5 3 Exp. 1: 0.5 Exp. 1: 44 0.35 0.69 0.99 Chung and Wen Wilson and Geankoplis

Exp. 2: 0.7 Exp. 2: 34

Isotherm Parameters

Example 1

Target Compound Impurity

qmax KA pHref n a1

73 g/L 6.1 L/g 7.4 16.6 1.6

Example 2

ao, i xi ao, i xi

0.79 2.01 0.79 2.01

Simulation Settings and Numerical Parameters

PDE Discretization Method Number of Elements Material Balance Assumption Kinetic Model
Assumption

Lumped Resistance Film Mode

QDS Exp. 1: 181 Convection with Estimated Dispersion Linear Lumped
Resistance

Exp. 1: Fluid

Exp. 2: 150 Exp. 2: Solid

Mass Transfer/Film Coefficient Loading Basis Step Size Integration Method

Constant Volume Basis 0.000005–0.005 Fixed Step Implicit Euler
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programmed into the workbook using the user defined
isotherms option. In all simulations, the pH was pro-
grammed as an adsorbing component with an equilibrium
distribution coefficient of 10− 5 and thus the pH was
approximately non-adsorbing. In each case, the smallest
step size in the range given in Table 2 was used to begin
each simulation. After the initial step, the step size was
increased to the larger value to improve the speed. This
was done to prevent instability in Aspen Chromatography
during the initial loading of the column. Any parameters
that have been changed from the recommended default
settings in Aspen Chromatography can be found in
Table 2. All other parameters have been left at the
default setting for the SMB template.
The SMB simulations in this study did not have dead

volume, and the pH was approximated as a non-adsorbing
component. Small particles also minimized wave spread-
ing in the column. A combination of these effects allowed
for skipping step 1b in Fig. 2. As Column 1 is moved to
Zone III in Step 2a, the pH wave moved much faster
through the column than the adsorption wave of the
target protein. If large dead volume, mass transfer effects,
or buffer interactions with the resin could cause the pH
wave to spread, there may be a need to allow for equili-
bration and regeneration between Step 1b and Step 2a.
One possible solution to this problem are to add an
additional column to Zone III. By adding this additional
column, the pH equilibration will happen before the
higher affinity product reaches the second column in
Zone III. Another possibility is to tune the decay co-
efficient of Zone I so that it is higher. By raising the

velocity in Zone I, this will allow extra time within a step
to re-equilibrate the first zone after the extract product is
collected. Because dead volume is usually much smaller
than column volume in industrial applications, this prob-
lem was not considered in this study.

Results
A summary of the results from Example 1 is given in
Section 3.1. The results from Example 2 are given in
Section 3.2. Because of space limitations, only select pro-
files are shown in this section; however, an animation
showing the column profile development over time for
Example 1 Case 1 and Example 2 Case 2 can be found in
Additional file 3. The dynamic profiles of all other cases
were qualitatively similar to these two example cases.

Results for Example 1
A summary of the results from the three different pressure
cases can be found in Table 3. The rate model simulations
indicated that the SWD method successfully separated the
two components with high-purity (99.9%) and yield (99%).
In all three cases, the target yield of 99% was achieved.
The product concentration was about 19 g/L in all three
cases. The simulated productivity in each case was signi-
ficantly higher than in batch operation. At the same
pressure as the batch operation, the productivity from the
SWD pH-SMB was 5 times higher than the batch oper-
ation with both a higher yield and a higher product purity
(Case 1). The productivity was about 14 times greater than
the optimal batch system at the operating limit of low-
pressure pumps and columns (Case 2). Solvent

Fig. 6 Isotherm parameters for the fragment and impurity for Example 2. Adsorption will take place at a pH value of 7.0 and desorption will take
place at a pH value of 3.8. The selectivity is greater at pH 7.0
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consumption is one-eighth of that of the optimal batch
system. Examples of column profiles from Case 1 are
shown in Fig. 7. The concentration of the target product
is shown in Zone I.

Results for Example 2
The results for three cases for Example 2 are summa-
rized in Table 4. Case 1 used the same particle size
(34 μm) and column length (2.5 cm) as the literature
case. Case 2 used a larger particle size (80 μm), whereas
Case 3 used a shorter column length (1 cm). For all the
three cases, the SMBs were designed using the SWD
and operated at a maximum pressure of 500 kPa, which
is the pressure limit of the resin. The rate model simu-
lations indicated that the SMB designed using the
Standing-Wave Design achieved for all three cases the
target yield of 99% with a product purity of 99%, which
is higher than the best experimental literature case,
which gave a purity of 66% and a yield of 91.4%. All
three cases had an order of magnitude or higher pro-
ductivity than the literature case. The productivity in the
system with a shorter column length (Case 3) showed
higher productivity than both the literature example and
the large particle example at the same pressure (Case 2).
Examples of the column profile for Case 1 are shown in
Fig. 8.

Discussion
A full comparison of a simulated moving bed design using
the SWD method with an optimized batch system will be
discussed in Section 4.1. Additionally, the implications of
the effects of pressure will be discussed as well. In Section

4.2, an SMB designed using SWD will be compared to an
SMB designed using the Triangle Theory. The benefits of
the Standing-Wave Design method over other design
methods will also be discussed.

Discussion of Example 1: comparison with optimal batch
stepwise elution
In the example batch system, productivity was optimized
by adjusting the step change in pH, column length, load-
ing volume, and elution volumes, while the flowrate was
set at the pressure limit (250 kPa). A minimum product
purity of 98% was required, meaning that based on the
mass balance for a binary mixture of similar concentra-
tions, the target yield was also 98%. In batch stepwise
elution separation, a small band overlap was required to
achieve 98% purity. Wave spreading due to mass transfer
effects limited the productivity of the batch system. To
achieve higher than 98% purity, say 99%, in this batch
system, the productivity in Table 3 would be reduced as
a result of the lower flowrate needed to decrease the
wave spreading to meet the purity requirement.
The targeted yield for the SWD was first set at 98% to

match the literature study. However, it was found that the
optimal flow rate in Zone III for 98% target purity and
yield exceeded the pressure limit (250 kPa) and the step-
time was lower than 10 s. To operate the Zone III flow
rate at the same pressure limit as the batch system, Case
1, the SWD can achieve 99% purity and yield, which are
higher than the purity and yield of the batch system, 98%.
Rate model simulations were used to verify the SWD of
Case 1, and the results listed in Table 3 showed that
indeed the target yield of 99% in SWD was achieved.

Table 3 Results for Example 1: Comparison with Optimal Batch

Parameter Separation of Target IgG from a Weakly Adsorbing Impurity

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Optimal Batch

Column length (cm) 2.5 2.5 2.5 8.5

Pressure limit (kPa) 250 690 2580a 250

Number of columns 3 3 3 1

Flow rates (mL/min) 0.78/0.25/15.3 2.1/0.68/41.7 9.2/2.9/178 6.5

(I/II/III) (I/II/III) (I/II/III)

Step time (s), pH-SMB 121 44 10

Cycle time (s) 362 132 30 450

Product conc. (g/L) 19 19 19 4.64

Solvent Consumption 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.4

(L extract/L feed)

Purity 99.9 99.9 99.9 98.1

Yield 99.4 99.2 99.4 97.7

Productivity (kg/L/day) 15 40 171 2.9

Normalized Productivity 5.2 13.8 59.0 1
aNo pressure limit was set in this case. Pressure was calculated using the Ergun Equation [42]
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To further prove that the productivity of Case 1 was
limited by the low-pressure requirement (250 kPa), the
pressure limit was increased to 690 kPa in Case 2. Again,
the rate model simulations of the SWD met the target
yield and purity requirement (99%). The productivity
was more than doubled compared to Case 1 and an
order of magnitude higher than the Optimal Batch case.
If the column packed with AbSolute were rated for 690
kPa, then the productivity could be greatly increased
without a major increase in the equipment cost.
If high pressure equipment is available (Case 3), the

productivity can be further increased for the same purity
and yield (99%) with a similar product concentration. In
the high-pressure case (Case 3) the pressure was esti-
mated using the Ergun equation to be 2580 kPa. The
SWD results showed that the productivity was limited
by the step time of 10 s. Still, Case 3 game a productivity
about 12 times that of Case 1 and 59 times that of the
Optimal Batch case. If the sorbent cost is the major
purification cost for this separation, it may be financially
beneficial to utilize high pressure equipment for com-
mercial operation.
In all three cases, the rate model simulated yield and

purity exceeded the target yield and the target purity in
the SWD because the flow rate correction terms in the
SWD, Eq. (9) to counter the wave spreading due to mass
transfer effects were derived from linear-adsorption iso-
therm systems. The correction does not account for wave
sharpening effects in non-linear isotherm systems. For this
reason, the purities and yields achieved in the simulation
were even higher than the target values of 99%.
The yield and productivity of SMB in Example 1 are

less affected by the mass transfer limitations than those
of the batch system because SMB only requires a partial
band separation in Zones II and III to achieve high
product purity and high yield. This also means that a
larger fraction of the bed volume can be used for sepa-
ration, and the sorbent is used more efficiently. Further-
more, desorption, separation, and loading occur in
parallel in SMB; the overall cycle time is reduced com-
pared to batch. If the component is subject to proteo-
lytic degradation, this shorter cycle time can reduce
protein degradation during capture and purification.
Additionally, a larger fraction of the bed is loaded,
leading to a more efficient desorption step because more
product can be released. This results in a higher product
concentration and a solvent consumption that is poten-
tially 8 times lower than the batch system.

Discussion of Example 2: comparison with literature SMB
The rate model simulations indicated that the simu-
lated moving bed designed using the Standing-Wave
Design method could have a productivity that was an
order of magnitude higher than one designed using

Fig. 7 Example profiles for SMB designed for Case 1 of Example 1
using SWDProfiles shown in the middle of a step.
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the Triangle Theory. It was noted in Cristancho and
Seidel-Morgenstern that their pH-SMB was not opti-
mized. To determine the best zone flow rates to
achieve desired product purity and yield in non-ideal
systems, the Triangle Theory involves a systematic
search using rate-model simulations which require
solving partial differential equations. The Standing-
Wave Design method allows for a high productivity,
high-purity, and high yield design without search using
rate model simulations. While the results were verified
using rate model simulations, the design solution was
obtained in less than a second because the four
Standing-Wave Design equations are algebraic equa-
tions, not partial differential equations.
The SMB system in the literature had a wide pH front,

which may have, along with the design method which
was not optimized, contributed to the low purity and
yield in the literature system. The dead volume in co-
lumns for commercial production should be reduced,
causing the pH waves to sharpen and improving the
product purity and yield.
It is also important to note that the pressure lim-

ited the productivity of this system. The sorbent pres-
sure limit was 500 kPa. A more robust sorbent with
similar adsorption properties would increase the sor-
bent productivity. If the pressure limits the zone flow
rates, one cannot operate at the maximum flow rate
allowable by the mass transfer parameters. This is evi-
dent in Example 2, Case 2. The system with 80-μm
particles (Case 2) had an increased overall

productivity because larger particles allowed for faster
flow at the same column length. Because Case 1 was
not limited by the mass transfer effects, larger parti-
cles could be used in Case 2 without a reduction in
purity. For the same column length, larger particles
can be used to increase the productivity for this sys-
tem. Alternatively, a shorter column with 34 μm
particles (Case 3) would allow a higher feed flowrate
to increase the productivity. Larger particles or
shorter columns may help increase the productivity in
Example 1 as well because the productivity is similarly
limited by the pressure and not by the mass transfer
efficiency.
Example 2 also indicates that the SMB gives even

higher advantages over batch systems when there is a
competitive impurity. The rate model simulations of the
SMB designed using the SWD gave productivities that
were an order of magnitude better than the SMB
designed using the Triangle Theory, which was already
an order of magnitude more productive than a batch
system for the same separation [26]. That means that it
is possible for an SMB designed using SWD is two
orders of magnitude more productive than the re-
ported optimal batch systems. The benefits compared
to batch systems are greater for Example 2, because
the feed contains a more competitive impurity. While
the rate model simulations indicate that a two order
of magnitude increase is possible in batch systems
with a competitive impurity, experimental verification
is needed in future studies.

Table 4 Results for Example 2: Comparison with Literature pH-SMB for the Separation of Target antibody fragments from a
competitive adsorbing impurity

Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Literature pH-SMB

Column length (cm)a 2.5 2.5 1 2.5

Resin Pressure Limit (kPa) 500 500 500 500

Particle Size (μm) 34 80 34 34

Number of columns 3 3 3 4

Flow rates (mL/min) 12.0/13.1/36.1 86.7/84.1/161.1 27.9/30.8/60.8 1.03/1.02/2.3

(I/II/III) (I/II/III) (I/II/III) (I/II/III)

Step time (s), pH-SMB 61 10 11 282–324

Cycle time (s) 182 30 33 1128-1269

Product conc. (mg/L) 1.7 0.78 0.95 1.1

Solvent consumption 0.52 1.12 0.93 0.44

(L Extract/L Feed)

Purity 99 99 99 57–66

Yield 99 99 99 27.4–91.4

Productivity (g/L/day) 10 34 37 0.17–0.58

Normalized Productivity 17–59 58–199 64–220 1
aLength of 2.5 cm was selected due to commercial availability of this column size. The inner diameter of the columns in both cases was 0.7 cm
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Conclusions
Although the pH-SMB has shown potential for higher
sorbent productivities and higher purity and yield sepa-
rations than batch chromatography for non-isocratic
systems, the use of pH-SMB systems has been limited.
One reason for this limited use is the increased com-
plexity compared to batch systems. The large number
of system parameters make the design of effective non-
isocratic SMBs challenging. To overcome this barrier,

we developed a new design method that can find the
operating parameters to achieve high product purity
and high yield. The design method was verified using
rate model simulations.
This study documents the theoretical foundation,

equations, and algorithm of the Standing-Wave Design
method for non-isocratic systems. The general equa-
tions for the Standing-Wave Design of non-isocratic
and non-ideal systems were developed for both linear
and non-linear isotherms. The Standing-Wave Design
method allows for fast and efficient design of SMB sys-
tems without extensive search in the four-parameter
space. In Example 1, rate model simulations indicated
that the 3-zone, open-loop SMB achieved higher purity
and yields and potential productivities between 5 and 14
times higher than that of an optimal batch step-wise elu-
tion system with low pressure equipment. In Example 2,
the SMB system designed using the new SWD method
showed an order of magnitude higher potential produc-
tivity compared to the pH-SMB designed using the
Triangle Theory method. The SMB designed using the
SWD method also produced products with higher purity
and higher yield. In both examples, the pressure drop was
the limiting factor for the feed flow rate in the system.
Therefore, using larger particles or shorter columns could
achieve a higher productivity because they allowed for
higher flow rates. Higher pressure columns and equip-
ment allow for higher productivity. Furthermore, the
advantages of a 3-zone, non-isocratic SMB are most sig-
nificant if the feed has a strongly competitive impurity.
The ability to design efficient systems quickly without any
trial-and-error experiments or simulations helps remove a
major barrier for the application of the three-zone,
open-loop SMB. Compared to batch step-wise elution
systems, the 3-zone, open-loop SMB could potentially
give an order of magnitude higher productivity in
systems with weakly competing impurities and two orders
of magnitude higher productivity in systems with strongly
adsorbing impurities.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Implementation of the Standing-Wave Design for
Non-Isocratic Systems. This additional file gives a more in depth look at
the application of the SWD and gives general algorithms to implement
the design method in new systems. (PDF 757 kb)

Additional file 2: Aspen Chromatography Model. This file gives the
mass balance equation that was utilized in Aspen chromatography for
the rate model simulations performed in this study as well as the
operating parameters not given in the complete body of the text.
(PDF 101 kb)

Additional File 3: Animation of Profile Developments. This data is an
animated profile of the columns from Example 1 Case 1 and Example 2
Case 1 from the manuscript. It shows the concentration of each component
in the column at different times throughout the cycle. (PPTX 9040 kb)

Fig. 8 Example profiles for SMB designed for Case 1 of Example 2
using SWD. Profiles shown at the middle of a step
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